Due to the remarkable capability in handling arbitrary cluster shapes, support vector clustering (SVC) benefits data analysis in terms of data description. However, large-scale data such as network traffic frequently makes it suffer from highly intensive pricey computation and storage for solving the dual problem and storing the kernel matrix, respectively. Fortunately, support vectors which describe the clusters, in a sense, are expected in the boundaries. To tackle this issue, we propose an efficient training SVC with appropriate boundary information (ETSVC), which features excellent flexibility and scalability. In ETSVC, we first give a shrinkable boundary selection (SBS) method which collects appropriate boundaries while reducing redundancy and noise. Based on the boundary information, a redefined dual problem is then designed without scarifying the principle of SVC. Finally, we design a reformative solver (RSolver) to reformulate the training phase, which estimates the support vector function by solving the dual problem. Since only a subset of boundaries is employed for model training, theoretical analysis suggests that ETSVC reaches efficiency improvement and consumes much less memory if sacrificing efficiency to reduce storage consumption. Towards grouping P2P flows and large-scale intrusion traffic, as well as other non-traffic data, experimental results confirm that ETSVC could be applied to resources constrained platform while achieving comparable accuracies with the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
In an unsupervised way, clustering finds natural groupings of data samples that benefits pattern analysis and description of real-world problems. Based on the principle of support vector data description (SVDD), up to now, support vector clustering (SVC) has attracted much attention because the collected support vectors (SVs) profile clusters with arbitrary shapes well [1] , [2] . These cluster profiles are frequently The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Emre Celebi . suitable for describing either normal or abnormal pattern in traffic analysis. However, before forming these profiles, SVs with their specific coefficients should be collected through excellent model training. It usually requires a large number of valid training samples and a hard iterative analysis under some metrics. This training phase has always been considered as one of the major bottlenecks [2] , [3] for its pricey computation and storage about the number of participated data samples. Intuitively, an efficient model training for clear profiles we expect should focus on much more valuable training samples as well as a faster training method.
Consider a data set X with N data samples {x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x N } where x i ∈ R d (i ∈ [1, N ] ) in data space, the training phase is pricey because it, generally, has to solve a quadratic programming problem. The runtime usually takes exponential time about N , i.e., from O(N 2 ) to O(N 3 ) which depends on the actual case [2] , [4] - [6] . Furthermore, the number of iterative analysis is usually uncertain yet great for the final coefficient vector β that exacerbates the practical timecost. Meanwhile, a space complexity of O(N 2 ) is generally required by the kernel matrix of the dual problem solution. Apparently, reducing the number of inevitable and valuable data samples is critical for performance improvement on either runtime or space. However, few works in the literature focus on this. They prefer selecting a subset of data samples according to a random or fixed strategy. As a representative of the prior, [7] uses a sample rate θ to control the randomly selected data samples (N tr = θ N ) in model training and generating voronoi cells for the labeling phase. In spite of running fast, it results in an unstable accuracy. For the latter, [8] adopts the outermost boundaries following SVDD to reformulate and solve the dual problem. Since the boundaries are selected fixedly with given parameters, its performance is stable. However, we find that it suffers from too much noise to describe the clusters' profiles well.
With these considerations, in this paper, we propose an efficient training SVC (ETSVC) towards making traffic analysis plausible on a resource-constrained platform. To reduce consumption cost, ETSVC firstly tries to avoid unnecessary computations in feature space by employing data samples on the shrunken boundaries. Since they are candidate SVs, we hence reformulate the dual problem and relax the constraints to reduce its solver's cost. Meanwhile, the requirement of imprecise coefficients β urges us to control the iteration on demand while keeping the usability of coefficients. For the further benefit of efficiency or storage, ETSVC supports utilizing either the pre-computed kernel matrix or not, respectively. The achieved balance is concerning the trade-off between computation and storage cost, which a platform affords to. The main contributions lie in:
• A shrinkable boundary selection (SBS) method that prefers data samples on the shrunken boundary instead of the outermost edge in [9] . A certain degree of the final outliers and noises are refused before entering the solver. Furthermore, with a preprocess of data partition, the achieved efficiency improvement makes SBS well handle large-scale traffic and supply reasonable boundaries.
• The redefined dual problem follows the principle of minimal enclosing hypersphere. Only the candidate SVs (i.e., the output of SBS) are allowed to construct the hypersphere and estimate the support vector function. Naturally, we can expect a bog amount of time savings since, computations in feature space, the size of candidate SVs is much smaller than that of the whole data set.
• The proposal of a reformative solver (RSolver) for further efficiency improvement in model training.
It employs a dual coordinate descent method (DCD) to reformulate the procedure of solving the redefined dual problem. By altering the unsupervised problem into a supervised issue, it adopts a linear method whose iterations can be flexibly controlled while imprecise coefficients meet the requirement. Additionally, unnecessary storage consumptions can be effectively avoided to make an efficient traffic analysis by ETSVC on resource-constrained platform possible. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II, the classic phases of SVC are briefly described. Then we give our review of the related works in Section III. In Section IV, we first present the SBS method, redefine the equivalent dual problem on the basis of SVC whose solver is then reformulated. After integrating with a typical labeling phase, theoretical analysis and experimental results of ETSVC are conducted in Section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in the last section, as well as the future works to be investigated.
II. PRELIMINARIES OF SVC A. ESTIMATION OF A TRAINED SUPPORT FUNCTION
Data samples of X can be mapped to a high-dimensional feature space from data space through a nonlinear function (·). Then, SVC tries to find a sphere with the minimal radius which contains most of the mapped data samples. This sphere, when mapped back to the data space, can be partitioned into several components, each one encloses a isolated cluster of samples. In mathematical formulation, the spherical radius R subjects to min R,α,ξ i
where α is the center of the sphere, ξ i is a slack variable, and C is a constant controlling the penalty of noise. Following [3] , [10] , the expected sphere is estimated by a support function which is defined as a positive scalar function f :
Since the support function is constructed by SVs, we estimate it by solving a dual problem in Eq.
Theoretically, the radius R is usually defined by the square root of f (x i ) where x i is one of SVs.
B. CLUSTER ASSIGNMENTS
Since SVs locate on the border of clusters, a simple graphical connected-component method can be used for cluster labeling. For any two samples, x i and x j , we check m segmers on the line segment connecting them by traveling their images in the hypersphere. According to Eq.(3), x i and x j should be labeled the same cluster index while all the m segmers are always lying in the hypersphere, i.e., f (xm) ≤ R 2 for m ∈ [1, m] . Otherwise, they will be in two different clusters.
III. RELATED WORKS
Despite well discovering arbitrary patterns, the utilization of SVC frequently suffers from pricey computation and memory. Towards making efficiency improvement never hurt accuracy, the training phase and labeling phases are considered, respectively.
In the training phase, the core is solving the dual problem (2) which consists of three typical resource consumption tasks, i.e., complex operations and huge iterations in optimization methods reducing the efficiency, and the pre-computed kernel matrix requiring more than the affordable memory. To tackle these issues, besides using generic optimization algorithms such as gradient descent and sequential minimal optimization [2] , researches pay attention to rewriting the dual problem by introducing the Jaynes maximum entropy [5] , the position-based weight [11] and the relationship amongst SVs [8] . However, to the best of our knowledge, few of them in SVC consider restricting the iteration number in a reasonable range for practical use. Furthermore, building the final model with the full dataset suffers from huge consumption of O(N 2 ) for the kernel matrix when N is too large. Thus, the faster and reformulated SVC (FRSVC) [1] employs a linear method which calculates the required items of the kernel matrix on demand. It provides a balance between efficiency and memory cost, yet its training phase may be delayed. To avoid the full data set, the voronoi cell-based clustering (VCC) [7] randomly selects θ N (θ ∈ (0, 1]) samples while the fast and scalable SVC (FSSVC) in [8] prefers the boundaries collected by a border-edge pattern selection (BEPS) method [9] . Consequently, they have to face unstable results due to employing a nondeterministic subset and unavoidable noisy data samples, respectively. Others related to reducing the working set and divide-andconquer strategy were surveyed in [2] . However, bottlenecks still easily appear. Moreover, the performance of the training phases is closely related to the choice of labeling strategy, light or heavy. Unfortunately, it does not receive much attention in the literature.
In the labeling phase, the preferred component for connectivity analysis and the sampling check strategy are critical for both efficiency and accuracy. In [3] , the first work of SVC, all the data samples are components employed to construct a complete graph (CG) which adopt a linear sampling strategy. CG is classical and good at accuracy, but its efficiency is too low to analyze large traffic. Reducing the number of sample pairs thus becomes the first consideration, e.g., using a part of data samples. For instance, position regularized support vector clustering (PSVC) [11] uses SVs, reduced complete graph (RCG) [12] extracts SEVs and equilibrium-based SVC (E-SVC) [13] , [14] finds the transition points (TS). However, along with the reduced number of sample pairs, a side-effect of additional iterations becomes in seeking SEVs or TS. Another strategy is to make each component consist of a group of data samples. For instance, convex decomposition based clustering (CDCL) [15] suggests constructing convex hulls (CHs) by SVs to substitute SEVs. For efficiency, CDCL also reduces the average sample rate by a nonlinear sampling strategy. Later, FSSVC [8] and FRSVC [1] make further improvements by reducing the average sample m close to 1. Besides, [16] introduces a cell growth strategy which starts at any data sphere, expands by absorbing new neighboring spheres and splits if its density is reduced to a certain degree. Later, cone based cluster labeling (CCL) [17] checks the connectivity of two SVs through a single distance calculation. But too strict constraints emphasized on the solver degrade its applicability. In fact, for these methods, the other pricey consumption is the adjacent matrix, which usually ranges from O(N 2 SV ) to O(N 2 ).
IV. THE PROPOSED ETSVC A. SHRINKABLE BOUNDARY SELECTION
In geometrical, cluster boundary consists of edge and border. Generally, a cluster has independent edges while any two clusters with overlapping region share the same border. For the latter, we usually consider them as two components of a cluster unless they have different labels. Similar to SVDD, the edge is what we expected to describe cluster in unsupervised learning. Consequently, without the border, the edge should be the most informative samples which can do the most accurate description of the distribution structure. In perspective, it can be the superset of SVs. Towards collecting it, Li and Maguire [9] designed BEPS whose performance is confirmed by both clustering [8] and classification [9] . However, we find that BEPS suffers from too many noises along with the un-shrunk edges. As depicted by Fig.1 , differences between SVs-based boundary and the collected edge for fire_Gaussians [10] which has five clusters can be captured. Apparently, excluding pricey time consumption, clear boundaries described by SVs in Fig.1 (a) are what we expect. But from Fig.1 (b) , BEPS can not get shrunken edges and reserve much more data samples locating in the outermost of clusters. Does all of them benefit describing cluster boundaries or estimating the support vector function? By introducing the noise definition of [18] , we find that most of the edges collected by BEPS FIGURE 1. Comparative analysis of SVs based boundaries, the selected boundaries and noises. On five_Gaussians with 1000 data samples equally distributed in fire clusters, (a) CG obtains the cluster boundaries described by SVs before labeling with q = 2.9744 and C = 0.015, (b) BEPS collects edge data with k = 30 and γ = 0.2, (c) [18] finds noises in edge data with k = 20, and (d) SBS obtains edges with k = 30, γ l = 0.78, γ u = 0.82. are coincide exactly with noises marked by black circles in Fig.1 (c) . That means a certain ratio of edges makes no sense for the following dual problem solver.
To avoid noises while obtaining shrunken edges, in this section, we design a shrinkable boundary selection (SBS) method illustrated in Algorithm 1. We measure the imbalanced degree i of the k nearest neighbors' locations of x i in line 4. Here · means inner product and g(x) returns 1 if x ≥ 0; otherwise, it returns 0. Since the outermost data sample is not what we want to reserve, it is eliminated by setting i ≤ γ u , while noise features sparsity also should be removed by keeping i ≥ γ u . Fig.1 (d) gives the evidence.
B. HYPERSPHERE CONSTRUCTION
Generally, SBS gets a subset X e = {x e 1 , x e 2 , . . . , x e M } ⊆ X which contains the most informative samples for
Algorithm 1 Shrinkable Boundary Selection
Require: Dataset X , thresholds γ l , γ u , and an integer k Ensure: Edges X e with M samples 1. for a given data sample
return x i as an edge point 7.
end if 8. end for hypersphere construction. That is, we can expect that each x e i (i = 1, . . . , M ) is a candidate SV though it is not accurate.
1) ESTIMATION OF THE COEFFICIENTS FOR BOUNDARIES
In view of Eq.(3) and the definition of SVs, in theoretical, we have the equal distances from x e i (i = 1, . . . , M ) to the center of the hypersphere in feature space. However, in practical, the distances should be approximately equal. Thus, we have
Since
are respectively equal in Eq. (5), it is easy to check that Eq.(5) has the following expression: (7) and t ∈ [1, M −1], then Eq.(6) can be further written as Qβ ≤ ξ with constraints of j β j = 1 and β j ≥ 0(j ∈ [1, M ]). Since Q is determined by the collected edges, the vector β thus can be found by solving a linear system of equations with inequality constraint. Using β and Eq.(3), the required hypersphere with radius R can be constructed. Then cluster labeling will be carried out successfully. Towards this objective, we convert it into a quadratic programming problem for finding an efficient solution.
Consider the linear system of equation,
we get
where Q t is either positive or negative and each element of the matrix Q t β or (Q t β) 2 is close to 0(≤ ξ ). Naturally, the accumulation of the matrix elements is expected to be as follows:
Therefore, the linear system of equation can be approximated by min β β T Hβ
where H = Q T Q is a Hessian matrix in R M ×M . Note that it is a standard convex quadratic program, its global optimal solution can be obtained easily by any learning algorithms (e.g., the interior-point-convex algorithm [19] .) and the value of the object function can be guaranteed very close to 0 for (Q t β) 2 ≥ 0. Additionally, differing from problem (2), this program is independent of the penalty factor C.
After solving problem (11) , the obtained coefficient vector β is equivalent to which got by Eq.(2) with penalty C close to 1 because C = 1 will not introduce outliers [3] . Due to M N , we can expect ETSVC behaving with less time and memory for training.
2) REFORMATIVE SOLVER FOR DUAL PROBLEM
Due to simplicity and efficiency, DCD is employed in solving large-scale linear SVM [20] , nonparallel SVMs [21] and etc. It reaches an −accurate solution in O(log(1/ )) iterations. However, the problem (11) cannot be solved by DCD because of its nonlinear model. Therefore, we should reformulate it with a linear model.
Since the penalty C is close to 1 for this problem, apparently, the dual problem of Eq.(11) is equivalent to
LetH is a variant of matrix H, and its elementH ij
Here, we suppose that x i and x j are fictional data samples in dataset X which make
Eq. (13) is an obvious convex optimization problem, thus, it can always reach the globally optimal solution in region
Similar with Refs. [12] , [22] - [24] , we can also find an equivalent globally optimal solution if we relax D svc by D svc = {β|0 ≤ β j ≤ 1, j = 1, . . . , M }, where the strict condition of j β j = 1 is removed. So, the dual problem (2) can be reformulated by a similar form of linear SVM (see Ref. [20] for details), i.e.,
where the expected diagonal matrix part D inH is removed or considered as 0 (i.e., D ii = 0) for simplicity. In spite of having similar form with L1-SVM, we cannot solve Eq.(14) by using DCD method. Because, essentially, it is an unsupervised model. Therefore, we firstly convert it into a supervised issue by extending X to X l whose instance-label pairs are {(x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), · · · , (x M , y M )}.
Here y i is fixed to +1 or −1 for i = 1, · · · , M . Thus, we present the specific DCD method for it following the works of Ref. [20] .
The optimization process of Eq. (14) starts from an initial point β 0 ∈ R M and generates a sequences of vectors {β k } ∞ k=1 . We refer to the process from β k to β k+1 as an outer iteration. In each outer iteration we have M inner iterations, so that sequentially β 1 , β 2 , · · · , β M are updated. Each outer iteration thus generates vectors
, we fix the other variable and then solve the following one-variable sub-problem:
where e i = [0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0] T . Then, the objective function of Eq. (15) is simple quadratic function of θ :
where ∇ i f is the i-th component of the gradient ∇f . Apparently, Eq.(15) has an optimum at θ = 0 if and only if
If ∇ P i f (β k,i ) = 0, we move to the index i+1 without updating β k,i i . Otherwise, we must find the optimal solution of Eq. (15) .
and then continue finding in the current index without moving to i + 1.
Up to now, we can easily find that calculatingH ii and ∇ i f (β k,i ) are critical for the optimal solution. First, according to the definition,H ii can be calculated bỹ
It is a constant in the iteration. Second, to evaluate ∇ i f (β k,i ), we have
Since SVC is well known as a variant of one-class SVM, thus we can, in feature space, define a decision function by its boundary, i.e., y = w T (x ) + b. Then, we get
So, by introducing the definition ofH, Eq. (20) becomes
To apply Eq. (22), w should be maintained throughout the coordinate descent procedure. Thus, along with the update of β i , we can maintain w by
whereβ i is the temporary coefficient value obtained in the previous iteration. Unfortunately, we cannot use an exactly nonlinear function (·) to map data sample x i from the input space to the feature space. So we take Eq.(23) into Eq. (22), alternatively, to achieve an one-time update, i.e.,
Therefore, to update ∇ i f (β) for finding the optimal solution, the current iterative value strongly depends on the weighted summation of the i-th row ofH (i.e.,H i· ) in the previous iteration and the updated β i . Briefly, to solve the dual problem (2), our algorithm uses Eq.(24) to compute ∇ i f (β k,i ), checks the optimality of the sub-problem (15) 
if |PG| = 0 then 9.
β i ← min(max(β i − 1 2 G, 0), 1) 10. end if 11. end for VOLUME 7, 2019 3) REMOVAL OF USELESS BOUNDARY SAMPLES In reality, we cannot expect all of the selected boundary samples to be SVs. From the perspective of hypersphere construction, some of them are useless or less informative. Even though SBS cannot altogether avoid them, we can remove them as many as possible by measuring their coefficient values extracted by Algorithm 2. Following the work of [8] , we remove those boundary samples with coefficient values lower than a predefined threshold β s . A small β s allows more redundant data to draw cluster boundaries accurately, but sometimes go along with overfitting; whereas a greater β s would generate a smoother profile at the risk of producing much more overlapped regions between clusters. A large number of experiments suggest that an appropriate threshold β s for removing the less informative points should be 10 − lg M more or less.
4) ESTIMATION OF THE RADIUS OF THE HYPERSPHERE
After removing the useless boundary samples, we get a reduced boundary sample set X R = {x r 1 , x r 2 , . . . , x r L } ⊆ X e with L ≤ M . Generally, data samples in X R are considered as SVs whose distances to the center of the hypersphere are approximately equal. However, the removal of useless boundary samples with small yet positive coefficients reduces α that makes the radius of the hypersphere greater. Thus, we construct the final hyperpshere whose radius R is the distance from any x r l (l ∈ [1, L]) to its center, i.e.,
C. THE FRAMEWORK OF ETSVC By integrating methods in Section IV-A and IV-B, we present a basic framework of ETSVC in Algorithm 3 following a similar form with the classic SVC.
Algorithm 3 Description of ETSVC
Require: Dataset X , integer k, thresholds γ l , γ u and kernel width q Ensure: Clustering labels for all the data samples k, γ l , and γ u , SBS(·) in line 1 collects boundaries X e with M samples. Following Eq. (7), line 2 constructs the essential Hessian matrix H which is the input of RSolver(·) for evaluating coefficient vector β. After removing unnecessary data samples, X R is obtained in line 4. Line 5 thus re-estimates the radius R of the hypersphere which is frequently used in labeling strategies.
Step into the labeling phase, we can choose any cluster prototypes for X R and any sampling strategy to match it for connectivity analysis in lines 6-7. Table 3 gives our considerations in this study, and much more discussions can be found in [2] . After that, line 8 decides labels of the chosen prototypes, which will be employed in lines 9-12 to label all the remaining data.
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS A. COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
To measure the time complexity of ETSVC, let N be the number of samples in a data set, N SV be the number of SVs, be the average number of iterations for each data sample to locate its corresponding local minimum via steepest descent process [12] , etsvc be the self-defined iteration number for ETSVC, N c be the final number of CHs, M be the size of the selected cluster boundaries by FSSVC [8] , L be the size of Z R obtained by ETSVC, and m be the average sample rate. Since the selected data samples and the way of problem construction frequently influence the labeling performance, more or less, we take the labeling phase into account even though efficient training is a major concern.
For the training phase, the whole procedure is described in Algorithm 2. The proposed SBS algorithm consumes O(N 2 ) in data space to get a reduced set of boundaries. Considering L ≤ M N , we prefer a pre-computed H for simplicity. Thus, the training phase of ETSVC consumes O(N 2 + L 2 ). It is much lower than O(N 3 ) required by the conventional methods [2] . For the labeling phase, ETSVC constructs CHs and makes connectivity analysis between them. The prior decomposition uses a self-defined etsvc iterations from L data samples while the latter analysis is flexible to any sampling strategy based on CHs, e.g., strategy from FSSVC or FRSVC [1] . Thus, we denote it by a linear function f (ζ ) where ζ can be either N c or N SV .
Additionally, we compare ETSVC with the state-of-the-art methods, i.e., FRSVC [1] , VCC [7] , FSSVC [8] , fast support vector clustering (FSVC) [10] , PSVC [11] , and CDCL [15] . In Table 1 , γ ranges from 1/N to 1, N tr is the number of data which is uniformly sampled with a predefined sample rate θ , and N b is the number of small balls extracted from either N tr data samples for VCC or the whole data set for the others. Even though two optional modes of labeling phase are presented for VCC, in this study, Mode I with fast phase to label the remaining data is preferred for its relative stability. Notice that even though FRSVC has similar solver with ETSVC, their problems and data forms are different. The data with large N makes FRSVC adopt the strategy of calculation on demand. It generally takes O(dN 2 ) where d is the data dimension. So its time complexity in the training phase should be O(dN 2 ) withd ∈ [1 ≤d ≤ d].
B. DATASETS AND EVALUATION METRICS
Although the proposed ETSVC follows the fundamental principle of SVC, it adopts a distinct way to construct and train the model with a noise eliminated subset of boundaries. Therefore, to verify the effectiveness of ETSVC, we conduct two series of experiments. The first one is to check whether it keeps the representative data profile for traffic analysis. In general, a well-kept data profile makes a high accuracy reached easier. On the one hand, we want to ease the burden of iterative analysis in RSolver; on the other hand, different labeling strategies will not scarify the expected accuracy a lot. The second series of experiments is to find out the performance of ETSVC on challengeable traffic analysis and non-traffic domain issues with different data types, e.g., integer and real value. In practical, different data types correspond to distinguished methods of data pre-processing, which are usually efficiency related.
Towards the objectives above, the first employed traffic is the UNIBS Anonymized 2009 Internet Traces (UNIBS-AIT) [25] supplied by TNG@UniBS Lab. It consists of 9209 flows in 4 imbalance distributed categories, i.e., WEB (HTTP and HTTPS), MAIL (POP2, IMAP as well as their encrypted flows), BitTorrent, and eMule. Following the method of [26] , UNIBS-AIT is featured by the first package size from the client to the server, the first package size from the server to the client, the second package size from the server to the client, and the port number. All the features are integer values. The second is the KDD'99 dataset [27] . In spite of several limitations reported by [28] , KDD'99 remains a standard and important dataset which presents a classic challenge, and it is widely used in the design of network intrusion detection [29] - [32] . KDD'99 includes three independent sets: the whole KDD training data, 10 % KDD training data, and KDD correct data. Each record of KDD'99 represents a network connection which can be categorized as normal or one of four attack classes, namely remote-to-local (R2L), denial-of-service (DoS), user-to-root (U2R), and Probe (Prb). Following the work of [31] , we keep 494,021 records for cluster analysis. Meanwhile, based on its 41 features for each record, namely 7 nominal features and 34 continuous features, we map the nominal features such as 'protocol', 'TCP Status flag' and 'service type' into binary numeric features that results in 52 features. Without enough prior knowledge of the actual number of clusters, we use k-means to extract 9 centroids that implicitly support multi-centroids in a class of records. Thus, all the records are represented by their normalized distances to the 9 centroids, respectively. That means the dimension of the final records is reduced to 9 in real value while remaining the specific relationship between each record and the 9 cluster centers. Size and distribution of UNIBS-AIT and KDD'99 are illustrated in Table 2 . To evaluate the accuracy, we adopt the adjusted rand index (ARI) [33] formulated by Eq. (26) . It is a widely used similarity measure between two data partitions where both true labels and predicted cluster labels are given. In Eq. (26) , N ij is the number of data points with true label i but they are assigned by j, N i· and N ·j are the number of data points with label i and j respectively. Furthermore, derived from [29] , we define a detection rate (DR) by Eq. (27) to show the detection performance on each type of flows.
In this study, we implement ETSVC in MATLAB 2017a. As the previous settings, the flexibility and usability of the proposed ETSVC are the crucial concerns in this study. We do not try to find out the computational time savings brought by powerful CPU or parallelization, because this aspect of improvement on efficiency is a matter of course. Therefore, the testbed features with a computer running Windows 7-X64 on Intel Quad Core 2.0 GHz and 32GB RAM.
C. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Towards achieving the full and fair analysis of ETSVC with its components, the conducted experiments consist of five parts. The first three are evaluations on UNIBS-AIT for SBS (Algorithm 1), RSolver (Algorithm 2) and ETSVC, respectively. Compared with the state-of-the-art methods, the fourth part uses KDD'99 to check the performance and applicability of ETSVC. Additionally, we introduce different types of data sets to evaluate ETSVC's performance on non-traffic domains data in part five. 
1) PERFORMANCE OF THE SBS IN ETSVC
As described in Section IV-A, the proposed SBS is derived from BEPS (employed by FSSVC [8] ) to get shrunken edges for the following hypersphere construction in ETSVC. By fixing k to 80, Fig.2(a) shows the ratio of the extracted edges by SBS on UNIBS-AIT with dynamical γ l and γ u . From Fig.2(a) , the greater of the gap between γ l and γ u is, the more edges are kept. The relationship is approximately linear. Undoubtedly, a nest edge set with noise eliminated benefits the efficiency improvement on hypersphere construction. Then, by integrating the labeling strategy of [8] , we fix the {γ l , γ u } pair to {0.85, 0.95} and verify whether the final accuracy is suffering from the shrunk edges. Results are drawn in Fig.2(b) . We fortunately find that the accuracy almost keeps stability as k changes. It means that the accuracy of ETSVC is insensitive to the SBS, even though SBS with appropriate parameters setting may reduce the computational cost of the training phase.
2) PERFORMANCE OF THE RSOLVER IN ETSVC
RSolver is critical for our ETSVC, which is compatible with the existing labeling strategies. Before evaluating its performance, we first summarize the notations of ETSVC with different labeling strategies in Table 3 . For the sake of simplicity, we group the employed components for connectivity analysis in literature into SVs and CHs. They are respectively denoted by ''1'' and ''2''. Meanwhile, 1-5 represent five different sampling methods (between SVs or CHs) in sequence, i.e., linear in CG [3] , nonlinear in CDCL [15] , nonlinear in FSSVC [8] , nonlinear in R-CG [12] , and sample once in FRSVC [1] . For instance, ETSVC-2-3 means we use ETSVC with connectivity analysis between CHs and nonlinear sampling strategy presented in FSSVC [8] .
For efficiency, we expect RSolver in Algorithm 2 requiring as few iterations as possible due to its sale. However, in tra- dition, few iterations frequently suffer from the non-optimal results of the objective optimization problems which are related to the accuracy. To find a balance between accuracy and efficiency, we conduct experiments on UNIBS-AIT to verify the relationship between the number of iterations and the obtained ARI. Fig. 3 depicts the results. Amongst eight ETSVC's variants using RSolver, six methods perform stably as the iteration number increases. Only ETSVC-1-2 and ETSVC-2-5 have some vibrations, e.g., the first iteration and tenth iteration, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3 , no significant impact on accuracy brought by iteration number when it is greater than 10. Therefore, we set the maximal iteration number to 10 for RSolver in the following analysis.
Further, we make comparisons between the proposed RSolver and the widely used QPSSVM solver [2] , [10] , [24] , namely quadratic programming task for struct SVM learning. On UNIBS-AIT, ARIs achieved by the eight variants of ETSVC with RSolver and QPSSVM are given by Fig.4 . For each comparison, the better performance is highlighted by boldface. Eventually, seven out of eight ETSVCs with RSolver outperform that of with QPSSVM, especially for ETSVC-2-5, while RSolver and QPSSVM get the same results in ETSVC-2-2. Intuitively, in terms of accuracy, we conclude that RSolver performs better than QPSSVM in ETSVC. Notice that the efficiency discussions will be made in the next section.
3) PERFORMANCE AND ADAPTABILITY ANALYSIS OF ETSVC
To make objective evaluations, we conduct experiments on UNIBS-AIT for eight variants of ETSVC illustrated by Table 3 and the state-of-the-art SVC methods in Table 1 . Results of accuracy and efficiency are separately presented in Fig.5 and Table 5 . Three points are important to be noted. First, due to the particular sampling strategy before model training, VCC can not fixedly achieve accuracy with unchanged parameters. Thence, we choose the best accuracy after far more than ten results by fixing the optimal parameters. Secondly, the time cost is an average value of ten times of the execution on UNIBS-AIT. Thirdly, even though UNIBS-AIT is a relatively large-scale data, the adopted platform can afford the pre-computed kernel matrix which is suggested by FRSVC on a server with sufficient memory. So we separately evaluate the time-consumptions for FRSVC with or without sufficient memory by using the pre-computed kernel matrix and calculating on demand. They are denoted by FRSVC(s) and FRSVC(c), respectively. In Fig.5 , all the compared methods are presented in the order of ARI from high to low, and the first three ranks of ARI measures are highlighted by boldface. Apparently, CDCL reaches the best accuracy 0.8917, which is better than 0.8863 of ETSVC-2-3, and ETSVC-2-3 outperforms the others significantly. As a supplement, Table 4 shows the detection performance of ETSVC-2-3 on four classes of flows in UNIBS-AIT. Besides ETSVC-2-3, six out of the remaining seven ETSVCs and FSSVC achieve the same accuracy (0.8815) which outperforms FRSVC, ETSVC-2-5, FSVC, VCC, and PSVC. Compared with FSSVC which uses BEPS to select boundaries, most of the variants of ETSVCs (7 out of 8) perform comparably or even better in this case although they adopt different solvers. Furthermore, ETSVC has an excellent adaptability with various labeling strategies. In Table 5 , time consumptions for each phase of the compared 15 methods are separately illustrated. We group them into two types on the basis of whether to use a pre-processing of edge selection or boundary selection. EdgeS and HyperSC represent edge selection and hypersphere construction in Section IV, respectively. For FSVC, PSVC, CDCL, VCC, and FRSVC, we combine the corresponding 2-3 columns and show one value for the training phase for each. Methods adopting QPSSVM solver in their training phases are noted. Apparently, some conclusions are revealed as follows:
• For the training phase, ETSVCs gain excellent performances in both stability and efficiency. Here, FRSVC(s) and VCC reach comparable efficiencies which outperform the others significantly. Actually, only 11% data samples are selected in the training of VCC with θ = 0.11, and we have omitted the time-consumption for kernel matrix construction in FRSVC(s) which runs with a precomputed kernel matrix. Without sufficient memory, FRSVC(c) usually requires more time.
Besides VCC and FRSVC(s), ETSVCs show significant advantages in comparison with FSSVC, FRSVC(c), CDCL, FSVC, and PSVC. For instance, the most time-consumption method is ETSVC-1-1 which only costs less than one-eleventh of FRSVC(c). All the ETSVCs perform comparably and require less time than FSSVC in EdgeS and HyperSC. Particularly for HyperSC, ETSVCs consume less than 5 seconds while FSSVC costs 14.6621 seconds. The fact suggests that RSolver runs more effectively than QPSSVM. Amongst ETSVCs, different time-costs for either EdgeS or HyperSC are due to different parameters setting.
• For the labeling phase, ETSVCs benefit the improvement of efficiency. Although there is no specifically designed labeling strategy for ETSVC, the adaptability of ETSVC makes the known strategies work well. Firstly, we consider methods doing connectivity analysis between SVs, i.e., PSVC, ETSVC-1-1, ETSVC-1-2, and ETSVC-1-3. The last three obviously cost less than PSVC. Secondly, amongst the remaining methods doing connectivity analysis between CHs (including ETSVCs, FSSVC, FRSVC, and CDCL), circle-like cells FSVC) and Voronoi cells (VCC), FSSVC performs the best and ETSVCs take the second place. On the basis of Table 3 , we find that ETSVC-2-2 and ETSVC-2-5 respectively perform better than CDCL and FRSVC, even though the corresponding labeling strategies are the same. In addition, ETSVC-2-i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 5) outperforms ETSVC-1-j (j = 1,2,3). Therefore, for efficiency, using CHs or other representative prototypes for connectivity is strongly recommended.
• By combining the training phase and the labeling phase, column 5 presents the time cost in total. Fortunately, we find that ETSVC-2-5 wins the first rank even though its accuracy (see Fig.5 ) is not the best. Relatively, ETSVC-2-i (i = 1,2,3,4) not only finishes traffic analysis in a comparable time with ETSVC-2-5, but also outperforms absolutely most of the others in terms of accuracy. Especially, their time consumptions are about one-twenty seventh of CDCL that makes traffic analysis be practical. If a reduction strategy for iterations is utilized following the instructions of Fig.3 , we can expect further improvements on efficiency.
4) PERFORMANCE OF ANALYZING INTRUSION FLOWS
In Section V-C.3, we give the evidence of representative prototypes benefiting efficient cluster analysis. In fact, an effective clustering method critically contributes accurate prototype-finding in some perspective. Facing large-scale traffic analysis rather than UNIBS-AIT, one may expect cluster analysis extracting representative samples for fast building intrusion detection model, especially for a low-end device. Unfortunately, we seriously find that the size of KDD'99 is about 53.64 times of UNIBS-AIT. If we continue the strategy of using the pre-computed kernel matrix, FRSVC(s) requires more than 450 GB memory 1 which is far greater than what our platform can afford. Similarly, methods such as PSVC and CDCL also can not be afforded due to similar prerequisites with FRSVC(s) for efficiency in practical use. As analyzed in Table 1 , the cost for transferring the time complexity O(N 3 ) of the training phase into the strategy of calculating on demand is too huge to work. The gap between FRSVC(c) and FRSVC(s) provides strong evidence. Furthermore, without an appropriate solution for training, the labeling phase has to face the challenges of either improper cluster profiles or too huge size of SVs that seriously reduces its applicability. Actually, we also find that FSVC, VCC, and FRSVC(c) can not finish the analysis of intrusion flows in KDD'99 in a reasonable time, i.e., 3 hours (10,800 s.) in this case. Even though the compared six methods can hardly deal with KDD'99 in a reasonable time, FRSVC has been considered as one of the best SVCs in the literature [1] . We take FRSVC as the baseline to verify the capability of ETSVC in terms of accuracy without time cost consideration. Results are provided in Table 6 , where the achieved ARIs greater than FRSVC, are marked with † and the first rank is highlighted by boldface. ARI of ETSVC-1-1 is marked with ''-'' because its pricey sampling strategy is employing the full SV pairs in the labeling phase. Besides ETSVC-1-1, apparently, all the other seven variants of ETSVC perform better than the baseline, no mater for accuracy or efficiency. Amongst these ETSVCs, ETSVC-2-5 reaches the highest accuracy in 6336.1644 seconds in which runtimes for EdgeS, HyperSC, and the labeling phase are respectively 6259.7362, 35 .6069, and 40.8213. In terms of detection rate, we also give ETSVC-2-5's performance on five classes of flows in Table 7 . Irrespective of different types of numeric values, we get some findings after considering experiments results on UNIBS-AIT and KDD'99 together. In terms of accuracy, ETSVCs frequently perform comparably and outperform the state-of-the-art methods in large scale traffic analysis. Since imbalanced distribution affects the performance of unsupervised learning methods [2] , ETSVCs are suggested to describe data pattern with arbitrary shapes, not to be classifiers. For efficiency, ETSVC-2-i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 5) is suggested if we have to deal with large-scale data, because they utilize the advantage of the cluster prototype better. In addition, an appropriate parallelization strategy for SBS is suggested if the size of traffic further increases.
5) PERFORMANCE ON NON-TRAFFIC DOMAINS DATA
In this section, we conduct additional experiments on various non-traffic domains data to check whether the proposed ETSVC performs well. These data sets include Wisconsin, WebKB, Reuters, Ohsumed, Abalone and Shuttle. The statistics and domain information of six data sets are listed in Table 8 . Notice that WebKB, Reuters and Ohsumed are pre-processed following DC GLI -CCE by [34] . Since efficiency analysis has been made in the prior experiments, we evaluate ETSVC's performance on non-traffic domains data in terms of accuracy. Results are listed in Table 9 where the first rank for each test is highlighted by boldface and marked with † while ‡ is used for the second rank. On Shuttle, we directly use the accuracy achieved by FSVC in [10] for fairness.
In Table 9 , we can find different performances of ETSVC with different labeling strategies. Nevertheless, ETSVCs always reach the first rank except on Wisconsin. Among these methods, there are significant superiorities for ETSVCs while dealing with Reuters, Ohsumed, Abalone, and Shuttle. Taking UNIBS-AIT and KDD'99 into account, ETSVCs frequently perform better than the state-of-the-art methods on data sets with more samples. If we fix the dimensionality, data set with more samples usually has clearer shape than those data sets with fewer samples. Based on ARI measures, we also give results of pair comparisons in Table 10 following the work of [39] . Among the proposed ETSVCs, we choose ETSVC-2-3 as the control method. A nonparametric statistical test of Friedman test [40] is employed to get the average ranks and unadjusted p values. By introducing an adjustment method Holm procedure, the adjusted pvalue denoted by p Holm corresponding to each comparison is obtained. Obviously, ETSVC-2-3 reaches the best performance in the view of average rank. Considering the values of p Holm , we can also confirm that ETSVCs outperform the others. Meanwhile, there are several groups of methods with comparable performance, i.e., {ETSVC-2-2, ETSVC-2-1, ETSVC-2-4}, {ETSVC-1-2, ETSVC-1-3}, {ETSVC-1-1, ETSVC-2-5}, and {FRSVC, FSSVC}. 
VI. CONCLUSION
Towards making large-scale data analysis afforadable by resource-limit platform, we have proposed ETSVC with an accurate boundary selection strategy and a flexible RSolver for our hypersphere construction problem. The first core of ETSVC lies in the SBS method. Derived from BEPS, a smart range restriction strategy makes SBS select clearer edges without noises. It receives an additional ability of making the cluster boundary shrinkable to a certain degree. By taking SBS as the first step of ETSVC, a nest and separable subset of traffic frequently brings not only efficiency improvement for the following solver but also adaptability for labeling strategy. The second core is the design of RSolver for the reformulated dual problem (11) in hypersphere construction. Based on the shrunk and meaningful boundaries, RSolver can use a relatively small matrix H to finish lightweight operations iteratively. For traffic analysis, we, fortunately, find that the final accuracy is not firmly related to the number of iterations. Therefore, RSolver contributes the excepted accuracy with a significantly reduced iteration number. Theoretical analysis and experimental results on both UNIBS-AIT and KDD'99 confirm the flexibility and applicability of ETSVC with different labeling strategies. Besides, additional experiments on non-traffic domains data also show the evidence of ETSVC's generalizability and excellent performance.
Although ETSVC features by efficiency, flexibility, applicability in traffic analysis, further improvements on the efficiency of SBS and flexibility of matrix construction in RSolver become ever-lasting issues. How to make full use of distributed computing for boundary selection, finding substitutes for the complex operations and easing suffers from traffic with seriously imbalanced distribution are worthy of further investigation. 
